1. Let δ\,..., <Jf c be derivations on a ring R. A (δ\,..., S^-ideal of R is any ideal I of R such that <J/(7) C / for all /. The ring R is said to be (δ\,...,<Jfc) If δ\,..., δk are commuting derivations on R, the formal linear differential operator ring with each n(i) a nonnegative integer and given a ring structure by the relations θ/θy = ΘjΘi θ l r = rθ l + J I (r) for all /, j, all r G R, together with the usual multiplication in R. It is convenient to think of the elements of T as polynomials, with left coefficients in i?, in the θ's. For a k-tuple / = {i(k),..., /(I)), with each i{j) a nonnegative integer, let and and call / the orafer of θ 7 . Let N = (rt(fc),...,/i(l)) and M = (ra(&),..., ra(l)). We say the order of θ^ is greater than that of Θ M if \N\ > \M\ or, if \N\ = |Af|, if there exists j e{l,...,k} such that «(/) = m{ι) for / > 7 and n(j) > m (j) . Otherwise the order of θ^ is less than or equal to that of Θ M . For nonzero t G Γ, the leading coefficient of t is the coefficient (in R) of the monomial of highest order in t with nonzero coefficient. We will usually denote an element t G T by with oίj G R. If 07 is the leading coefficient of ί, the order of £ is said to be /. One should note that for nonzero t,s G Γ, the leading coefficient of ts is the product of the leading coefficients of t and s unless that product is zero. When k= 1, the order will be denoted by a lower case letter. LEMMA (δ\,...,δ k )-simρle. Proof. Certainly F is contained in the center of T and any element of R central in T is in F. So it will be enough to show that the center of T is contained in R to show F is the center of T.
Let δ\,... y δ k be commuting derivations on a ring R and F the subring of central {δ\,..., δ k )-constants of R. If the differential operator ring is simple then the center of T is F andR is
If A is a proper nonzero (δ\,..., (5^)-ideal of R, then AT is a proper nonzero ideal of T. Hence, T simple implies R is (δ\,..., ^)-simple.
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As R is (δ\,...,δ k )-simple, any nonzero central (δ\,...,δ k )-constant is invertible and therefore F is a field.
Suppose t = X) α/θ 7 Φ 0 is central in Γ with leading coefficient aj and order J. Since θ, ί -ίθ/ = 0 for all / and rt-tr = 0 for all r € i?, we get OLj G i 7 . Since Γ is simple, t is invertible. If |/| > 0, and the leading coefficient of t~ι is /?#, then β N aj = 0 implying β N = 0, a contradiction. Therefore |/| = 0 and /eiί.
•
We can think of the derivations δ\,..., δ k being defined on Γ such that for t e T δi(t) = Sit -ίθ;. Note that this implies <5/(θ 7 ) = 0 for all /, and if / = E^/θ 7 , then / A1 so note that Leibniz 9 rule holds:
The ring R can also be considered as a left Γ-module with a Γ-module multiplication * under which θ 7 * r = δj(r) and s * r = ΛT for all 7, all s, r G R. With this module structure, right multiplication in R by a (δ\,...,δ k )-constant is a left Γ-module endomorphism of i?, and these are the only left Γ-module endomorphisms of R.
The next theorem has been proved in [5] and [11, Theorems 3.3, 3.4] . We supply a proof to indicate the difference between the Qalgebra case and the (Z//?Z)-algebra case. The case where k = 1 was originally proved by Amitsur [1] . δ\, ..., δ k implying nδ{r) + a n -\r -ra n -\ = 0 for all r e R, a contradiction. Therefore n = 0 and # = 1 € A. Thus ^4 = Γ and T is simple. Suppose k > 1 and the theorem is true for fewer than k derivations. Now So each α 7 is a (δ\,..., <^)-constant. If n > 0, then for any r eR, 0 = ar-ra = (a n r -ra n )θ n x + (na n δι(r) + a n -χτ -ra^i)©?" 1 + terms of lower order.
The vanishing of the θ^ term yields a n G F 9 and then from the vanishing of the θ"" 1 term we get a contradiction. Therefore n = 0 and all central (δ 2 ,..., ^-constants of S are in F.
Suppose a + terms of lower order.
Since br -rb e R, we get a contradiction from the vanishing of the θ?" If t e C, let m^ = ί and /(ί) = 0 ? so that each j e C can be written as 
D
The next theorem was proved for k = 1 in [8, Thm. 4.1.6] . The case where k = 1 and R is commutative was considered in [2, Thm. 3.2a] and [3, Thm. 2.3] . There are related results in [5] and [11, Thm. 3.5] ; in particular, Voskoglou proves that the given conditions are necessary for T to be simple. THEOREM with a n = 1. Since θ# -#θ e ^4 and this operator is of lower order than n, we get θ# -#θ = 0 and so each α, is a 5-constant. Also qr -rq = 0 for all r e R, and so q is central in Γ. By Lemma 3, we have q eF. Therefore n = 0 and 1 G ^4, and so T is simple. Suppose k> 1 and the theorem is true for fewer than k derivations. Now T = R [θ\,...,θfc;<5i,.. and a n = 1. Also the operators Θ { q -qθ\ = <Ji(#) For fixed «, pick / such that no term .*",/+/, for / > 0, is involved in any of the a n j. Then
which implies each a nj = 0. Since n was arbitrary we have α ί7 = 0 for all i, 7. Therefore the set is linearly independent over the central (δ\,..., ^-constants of R. As R is simple, the differential operator ring T is simple.
A finite Schmidt higher derivation (S.h.d.) on a ring R is a set of additive maps do,d\,... ,d^ on i? such that ofo is the identity map and
j=o for all a,b e R and i = 1,...,k. Infinite S.h.d.'s were first used in [4] and [10] . For example, if δ is a derivation on a Q-algebra R, then the maps DQ,Dι,...,D k with relations
.,dk be a commuting S.h.d. on R. Then there is a differential operator ring S generated by R and elements
DiDj = DjDi, D o = 1, Djr = £ di{r)D M i=0
for all i, j and all r eR, such that S is free as a left R-module with the monomials

/)£(*)... £>*(!)
for n(i) > 0 forming a basis.
Proof. Let U be a free left i?-module with basis
Let
E = End z {U).
There is an injective ring map R -• E under which any element r eR corresponds to left multiplication by r on U. We identify R with its image under this map so that R is now a subring of E.
Since U is the direct sum of the subgroups Ru^, we may define maps Dj e E, for 0 < j < k, such that
for r G R. Let S be the subring of E generated by D o , D\,..., D^ and R.
Given r e R and LeM, It is also convenient to define leading coefficients for elements of S. 
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For nonzero s e S, the leading coefficient of s is the coefficient of the monomial of highest weighted order in s with nonzero coefficient. We will usually denote an element s e S by with a L e R. If aj is the leading coefficient of s, the weighted order of s is said to be /. One should note that for nonzero t,s E S, the leading coefficient of ts is the product of the leading coefficients unless that product is zero. Although we could have defined order as in the last section, weighted order is useful in Theorem 11.
Before developing criteria for the simplicity of these rings, we note a case when S is noetherian and we give a construction of a S.h.d. from derivations and vise versa. We define θ( /r ) similarly. Also, given a S.h.d. do,d\, ...,d k , we define d^ and D^ in a similar manner. Let k e N, let R be a ring in which k\ is invertible, let  δ\,...,δk be derivations on R, let R[t] be a polynomial ring Let k e N, let R be a ring in which k\ is invertible, let  do,dι,...,d k 
LEMMA 7.
be a S.hΛ on R, let R[t] be a polynomial ring over R, and set R[s] = R[t]/(t M ).
Extend Hence φ is a ring endomorphism.
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Suppose n > 1 and (b) is true for i <n. Then i=0 j=0
n-ln-\-i = ΣΣ ("7')("" " Let d §, d\, ... , 0^ be a commuting S.h.d. on a ring R and let F be the subring of central (d\, ..., inner by a (δ\,..., <^) 
Proof. 
